APPS AND INNOVATION
Merit Solutions specializes in delivering innovative mobile and web apps and that can
be delivered on any platform or device. Transforming processes through integration
via smart devices enables the transmission of data, machine learning and even
artificial intelligence.
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The Apps and Innovation Team
Merit Solutions is capable of complementing your system with additional functionalities on any
platform and any device. Whether it’s IoT, machine learning capabilities, efficiency-enabling apps
applications, or combining the many services on Microsoft Azure, we’ve had experience enhancing
customer experiences in many different ways.
A vast majority of organizations handle business processes with more than one solution. Even though powerful
and versatile end-to-end systems like Microsoft Dynamics 365 exist, the reality is, some aspects of your
business are going to go through 3rd party apps and add-ons.
Our Apps and Innovation team builds integrations which ensure your user experience is smoother, not
more complex. We enable effortless connections between multiple systems, apps, platforms and sources of
data. To tie everything together, we design user interfaces which are simple to use, but let you take
complete control of complex business processes intuitively.
Merit Solutions’ Apps and Innovations team operates in three major transformational steps.

Existing State Analysis and Consulting
Before even thinking about developing apps to complement and enhance your core business applications,
we want to understand the current state of your business processes. We chart them using easily
understandable workflows and look for inefficiencies, gaps, and ways to counter each problem. We capture
customers’ goals and try to envision how to achieve them with technology. We make suggestions based on
our industry expertise and work on setting up an infrastructure which will give you better, more pertinent
data.
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Simplifying day-to-day processes
Once our customers decide on the path they want to take, we deliver the solution through incremental
improvements. ROI starts with better user experience, which translates into simplifying day-to-day
processes to consume less time and resources. We design mobile apps capable of handling tasks integral to
Life Science organizations. Our solutions add even more granular control and refinement to whatever
system you decide to use.
The complex architecture behind all of this is always invisible to the end user – it’s our job to ensure
that remains the case. All that is left is an interface which is easy to take in, straightforward to work with,
and lets your employees focus on their work.

Integrations
Everything we build is compatible with every other part of your system. Data from our solutions
seamlessly rolls back into Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Power BI, allowing you to tailor your experience any
way you want to and extract crucial nuggets of data pertinent to your decision-making processes.
We are heavily focused on creating sustainable integrations. This means your IT department will be able to
take care of the solution on its own.
The most important thing you can do to future-proof your organization is let your team focus on their work.
It’s our job to do the rest, creating value and efficiency across previously disconnected platforms and devices.
IT automation
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Connected equipment, devices, products
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Forecasting
29%
Tax, audit, and compliance
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Top use cases of Artificial Intelligence in Life Sciences (source: Deloitte)
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Conclusion
The Merit Solutions Apps and Innovation team has the ability to bring key Life Science business
processes to any device and enrich them with the newest technologies. We help organizations
achieve successful business outcomes by easing the burden on your IT team, and streamlining
user experience.
Learn more about what we can do for you by browsing www.meritsolutions.com.
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